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Segmental, domain-selective perdeuteration and small angle neutron scattering for structural analysis of multi-domain proteins

Miriam Sonntag*, Pravin Kumar Ankush Jagtap*, Bernd Simon, Marie-Sousai Appavou, Arie Geerlof, Ralf Stehle, Frank Gabel, Janosch Hennig* and Michael Sattler *

Abstract: Multi-domain proteins play critical roles in fine-tuning essential processes in cellular signaling and gene regulation. Typically, multiple globular domains that are connected by flexible linkers undergo dynamic re-arrangements upon binding to protein, DNA or RNA ligands. RNA binding proteins (RBPs) represent an important class of multi-domain proteins, which regulate gene expression by recognizing linear or structured RNA sequence motifs. Here, we employ segmental perdeuteration of the three RNA recognition motif (RRM) domains in the RBP TIA-1 using Sortase A-mediated protein ligation. We show that domain-selective perdeuteration combined with contrast-matched small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), SAXS and computational modelling provides valuable information to precisely define relative domain arrangements. The approach is generally applicable to study conformational arrangements of individual domains in multi-domain proteins and changes induced by ligand binding.

Most eukaryotic proteins are composed of multiple globular domains connected by flexibly intrinsically disordered linkers. The domain arrangements and changes induced by ligand binding play important roles for the molecular function of these proteins, and can be regulated by dynamic population shifts or cooperative assembly of the domains. Structural analysis of such multi-domain proteins requires the use of solution techniques to assess the conformational dynamics. Integrated structural biology, especially the combination of solution techniques such as NMR and small-angle scattering experiments, has been shown to be highly useful to characterize the structure and dynamics of large protein complexes in solution. NMR is usually well suited to obtain structural information of multi-domain proteins featuring disordered regions and flexible linkers. However, with increasing molecular weight NMR analysis of such protein complexes is challenging and only sparse NMR data, such as chemical shift perturbations, paramagnetic relaxation enhancements, and residual dipolar couplings are accessible. Most often a divide and conquer approach is employed and high-resolution structural information obtained for domains or subunits of a larger complex can then be combined with information from complementary techniques.

The combination of solution NMR with small angle scattering is advantageous as NMR provides information on binding interfaces, domain conformations and dynamics, while small angle scattering experiments yield information about overall shapes. Of special interest is the use of contrast matching in SANS, where the location of individual subunits in subunit-selectively perdeuterated complexes can be determined. While this approach is well established for reconstituted protein complexes, SANS analysis of domain arrangements within a single-chain multi-domain protein has not been reported, as this requires the preparation of segmentally, i.e. domain-selectively perdeuterated proteins. Recently, native chemical ligation was combined with deuteration in a neutron reflectometry study. However, SANS requires protein amounts in the milligram range, requiring an efficient, robust and generally applicable segmental isotope labeling method.

Here, we have used an efficient protocol for Sortase A-mediated ligation to generate domain-selective perdeuterated samples of the multi-domain RBP TIA-1, which harbors three RRM, RRM123. This method has been used previously to enable segmental isotope labeling for NMR studies. The Sortase A-catalyzed reaction requires only the presence of the enzyme recognition site and yields milligram amounts of ligated product with little need for optimization of the ligation protocol. Preparation of segmentally perdeuterated proteins for SANS requires efficient expression and high final yields of purified protein (> 2 mg/l) to ensure sufficient signal-to-noise.

The alternative splicing factor TIA-1 features three RRM domains followed by an unstructured Q-rich domain at its C-terminus, all connected by flexible linkers (Figure 1a). TIA-1
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has been described to regulate splicing of cancer-related fas pre-mRNA by binding to an intronic splicing enhancer site, which promotes the recruitment of the spliceosomal U1 snRNP to initiate splicing. A current model for the molecular functions of TIA-1 suggests that RRM2 and RRM3 bind to pre-mRNA, whereas RRM1 and the Q-rich domain interact with the U1C protein; a component of the spliceosomal U1 snRNP complex (Figure 1b). Other studies suggested that RRM1 might contribute to RNA binding. Efforts to determine high-resolution structures of tandem RRM23 or RRM123 bound to RNA using crystallography or NOE-based NMR methods have so far been unsuccessful.

To analyze the structure of TIA-1 RRM123 free and bound to RNA and assess the role of RRM1 in solution we introduced the Sortase A recognition motif in the RRM1−RRM2 linker (Figure 1a). To ensure that the small modifications introduced in the linker sequence do not affect the overall conformation of TIA-1 we designed two different constructs where the Sortase A recognition site was placed either in the N-terminal half (N-LPATG) or C-terminal half (C-LPQTG) of the linker (Figure 1a). 1H-15N HSQC experiments, SAXS in the absence and presence of RNA and static light scattering (SLS) measurements were performed to compare both Sortase A-ligated samples with the wild type TIA-1 RRM123 protein. Comparison of NMR spectra of segmentally 15N-isotope labeled and wild type RRM123 (Figure S1) do not show any significant differences. Experimental SAXS data and pairwise distribution functions (Figure S2a, b, Table S1) are also very similar for various constructs tested in the free and RNA bound form. As expected, the RNA-bound proteins are significantly more compact compared to the free forms. SDS-PAGE and SLS experiments confirm the molecular weight of the proteins and the formation of a protein-RNA complex with equimolar 1:1 stoichiometry (Figure S2c, d).

Due to the absence of significant differences between both constructs, we chose the C-LPQTG construct for further structural analysis by contrast-matched SANS experiments. To investigate the role of RRM1 upon RNA binding, we prepared protonated and perdeuterated RRM1 as well as protonated and perdeuterated RRM23 for ligation (Figure 2, the deuteration level has been confirmed by SANS and NMR to be close to 100 %, see Figure S3).

The neutron scattering data of domain-selective perdeuterated TIA-1 RRM123 is summarized in Figure 3 (see Table S2 for statistics). In the absence of RNA and at 0 % D2O in the solvent (positive scattering contrast for all components, Figure S4), the pairwise distance distribution, P(r), shows two peaks indicating the presence of two domain arrangements (Figure 3a, also visible in the SAXS data, Figure S2a right panel).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer</th>
<th>free</th>
<th>+ RNA</th>
<th>Labeling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 % D2O</td>
<td><img src="Image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>H_RRM1 - H_RRM23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 % D2O</td>
<td><img src="Image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>H_RRM1 - H_RRM23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Contrast matching and the segmentally deuterated TIA-1 proteins for SANS measurements.

The P(r) functions of the complex in the absence of RNA at 42% D2O (Figure 3a) nicely validate the successful implementation of segmental labeling: at this contrast the protonated domains are invisible and only deuterated ones contribute to the SANS signal (Figure S4). Consequently, only one peak is visible for 1H_RRM1-2H_RRM23 (cyan), representing the single deuterated RRM1 domain. For 1H_RRM1-2H_RRM23...
COMMUNICATION

(Blue) two domains contribute to the scattering, resulting in the presence of two peaks and a larger dimension D_{max}.

Note, that in general, SANS data recorded at D_{2}O concentrations of 70% and 100% provide further valuable structural information. However, in the constructs used here, the theoretical matching points are close to both D_{2}O concentrations and therefore yield too low S/N ratios (Figure S3).

We performed structural analysis of the protein-RNA complex based on experimental SAXS and SANS data and structures of individual domains of TIA-1 (Figure 4; Supporting Information, Figure S5-S7, Table S3, S4). We first determined the NMR solution structure of RRM1 (PDB ID: 5O2V), which shows a canonical RRM fold (Figure S5). However, the RNP1 motif exhibits two negatively charged residues that could account for poor RNA binding affinity of RRM1 (Figure S6)\[^{11, 13a}\]. Next we determined a crystal structure of RRM2 bound to a UU RNA motif (PDB ID: 5O3J), providing insight in the RNA recognition of this domain (Figure S7). Finally, the solution structure of RRM3 reported previously\[^{11}\] exhibits an additional helix α_0 that precedes a canonical RRM fold.

These structures were used for rigid body modelling of the three-domain arrangement. Details of the restrained molecular dynamics protocol are provided in the supplement. In brief 5000 initial structural models were generated and scored against the experimental SAXS and SANS data (Figure S8 illustrates the total conformational space sampled). A representative ensemble of 100 initial models (Figure 4a) illustrates the large possible conformational space sampled by randomizing the linker sequences connecting the three RRMs. For these structures SAXS data were back-calculated using CRYSOL\[^{15}\] and scored against the experimental SAXS data of the RRM123-U15 and RRM23-10mer. From the large range of \(\chi^2\) values (Figure 4d) we kept only those structures that exhibit a \(\chi^2\) below a cut-off of 1.5x the smallest \(\chi^2\) (SAXS filter, Figure 4a)\[^{16}\].

Figure 4 Structural modelling of TIA-1 RRM123 domain arrangements bound to U15 RNA based on SAXS and SANS data. a) The three available high-resolution input structures of individual domains are used to calculate 5000 models of the RRM123-U15 RNA complex, where domain linkers were randomized. 100 structures chosen from the pool of 5000 are shown. After application of a SAXS filter an ensemble of 67 structures is left, which is further reduced to five structures after scoring against the SANS data. b) Upper left: SAXS data and fits of back-calculated scattering densities of an arbitrarily chosen structure from the pool of 5000. Upper right: Back-calculated scattering densities of the five best structures. c) The same is shown for SANS data and back-calculated scattering densities. d) The \(\chi^2\) range of the ensemble (left: all 5000, right: best five) is given for each curve.
To further refine the domain arrangements in the RRM123-RNA complex we scored the ensemble of 67 structures that passed the SAXS filter against the experimental SANS data using CRYSON\(^\text{[9,10]}\) with the same cut-off criteria. This reduced the number of structures to five and significantly restricted the allowed conformational space of domain arrangements (Figure 4a). The average RMSD for the center-of-mass of each RRM to the mean decreases from 6.6 +/- 3.2 Å for the initial 4500 structures, to 4.5 +/- 2.3 Å for the SAXS selected ensemble and finally to 2.0 +/- 1.2 Å for the final five SAXS/SANS selected structures. A second calculation with a different random seed produced a final ensemble with very similar statistics, thus confirming that the protocol efficiently samples conformational space and converges (Table S5). Note, that the SANS data for \(^{1}H\)-RRM1-\(^{1}H\)-RRM23 at 0 % and 42 % and for \(^{3}H\)-RRM1-\(^{1}H\)-RRM23 at 0 % have a much larger discriminative power with \(x^2\) values ranging from 1.41-13.11 than for \(^{1}H\)-RRM1-\(^{1}H\)-RRM23 at 42 %, which has a much narrower range of \(x^2\) values from 1.30-1.98 and barely contributes to the filtering process (Figure 4d). The final ensemble provides unique structural insight into the architecture of the RRM123-RNA complex. i) RRM123 adopts a compact domain arrangement upon binding to U15 RNA with an elongated L-shape. ii) RRM23 are closely packed against each other while RRM1 is spatially more separated. iii) RRM1 is detached from RRM23 and the RNA, consistent with a minor role of RRM1 in RNA binding.

In conclusion, segmental, domain-selective perdeuteration enables efficient rigid body refinement of multi-domain proteins by combining SAXS and SANS data. The utility of contrast-matched SANS data based on segmental perdeuteration is illustrated by the excellent performance of the SANS filter. The structural ensemble provides unique insight into domain arrangements. Additional experimental data, e.g. from NMR data\(^\text{[10,11]}\), can be included to provide high-resolution structural information, i.e., for domain orientations and residue-level distance information. In general, SANS measurements at 70% and 100% D\textsubscript{2}O concentrations provide additional discriminative power for multi-domain proteins in general, further enhancing the utility of this protocol. Taken together, contrast-matched SANS combined with segmental domain-selective perdeuteration provides an efficient tool for structural analysis of multi-domain proteins and is expected to be widely applicable.
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Domain-selective perdeuteration of multi-domain proteins: Segmental perdeuterated multi-domain proteins are obtained by Sortase A mediated ligation. Using contrast matching SANS experiments on different domain-selectively perdeuterated samples of the same multi-domain protein gives unique insight into single domain arrangement upon ligand binding and can help to discriminate between different structural models.